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The story of one family’s journey north during the Great Migration starts with a little girl in South
Carolina who finds a rope under a tree one summer. She has no idea the rope will become part
of her family’s history. But for three generations, that rope is passed down, used for everything
from jump rope games to tying suitcases onto a car for the big move north to New York City, and
even for a family reunion where that first little girl is now a grandmother.Newbery Honor–winning
author Jacqueline Woodson and Coretta Scott King Award–winning illustrator James Ransome
use the rope to frame a thoughtful and moving story as readers follow the little girl’s journey.
During the time of the Great Migration, millions of African American families relocated from the
South, seeking better opportunities. With grace and poignancy, Woodson’s lilting storytelling and
Ransome’s masterful oil paintings of country and city life tell a rich story of a family adapting to
change as they hold on to the past and embrace the future.
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section of Brooklyn. In late 1970, after the death of my grandfather, my grandmother joined her
children up north. My mother had by then moved to a larger place in the Bushwick section of
Brooklyn. This area of Brooklyn, I would later learn, was settled by a group of Dutchmen
including Jan Francisco, who had once been enslaved but worked to buy his freedom. For many
years my mother would rent this apartment in Bushwick. Eventually, she would own the building.
Like many African Americans migrating north during this period, my mother’s dream was to one
day own her own home.Between 1968 and 1970, my sister, brothers and I traveled back and
forth between South Carolina and New York. It wouldn’t be until many years later that I learned
we were part of a long history: From the early 1900s until the mid 1970s, more than 6 million
African Americans moved from the rural South to northern cities. The cities included Chicago,
Los Angeles, and of course, my own beloved New York City. We came for better jobs, better
treatment, better education and better lives. This movement of Blacks from the South to the
North would become known as the Great Migration.And while my mother and grandmother held
fast their memories of the South (their southern accents remained with them both until their
passing), they had dreams for us that only the freedom of the North could make true.This Is the
Rope is a work of fiction. The rope we brought to this “new country” was Hope.It remains with us.
—J.W. This book is dedicated to the more than 6 million African Americans who left the unjust
conditions of the South for a better life in the North from the early 1900s until the 1970s. My



mother and grandmother were among them. I thank you all for your courage and for making a
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courage and for making a way out of no way.—J.W.In memory of Ilse de Graafwho will always be
remembered asSilly and Strongwith a get-up-and-gospirit to FLY, Fly, Fly!—J.R.

This is the rope my grandmother found beneath an old treea long time agoback home in South



Carolina.This is the rope my grandmother skipped under the shade of a sweet-smelling
pine. This is the rope my grandmother found beneath an old treea long time agoback home in
South Carolina.This is the rope my grandmother skipped under the shade of a sweet-smelling
pine.

This is the rope my grandfather usedto tie the few things they ownedto the top of a car that
drove my grandmother, who was a mother now,from South Carolina all the long way to a place
calledNew York City. This is the rope my grandfather usedto tie the few things they ownedto the
top of a car that drove my grandmother,who was a mother now,from South Carolina all the long
way to a place calledNew York City.

This is the rope my grandmother held tight to as my grandfather drovereal slow past the people
and big city buildingsthat seemed to go on and on . . . This is the rope my grandmother held tight
to as my grandfather drovereal slow past the people and big city buildingsthat seemed to go on
and on . . .
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GB, “Connecting generations through a single piece of rope.. Sweet book that tells how a piece
of rope has traveled through heritage. A great way to share a family’s history. Not a book about
slavery. Just a very sweet book. The Other Side and Each Kindness by Jacqueline Woodson
were two of my 2nd grade classroom favorites. Both of those cover indifference and the power of
friendship and lessons learned. All are wonderful classroom books to share.”

grandmanana, “Beautiful illustrations. This is a very nicely done story using a simple rope to tie
together multiple generations and gently teach history. The rope is initially found under a tree,
which brings up horrific thoughts in the reader's mind, but there is absolutely no recognition of
this by the child in the story, or the listening child. The illustrations are beautifully done, making
the book worth having for the pictures alone!”

Ms. Teacher, “For teaching symbolism, family or generational themes. Beyond James
Ransome's wonderful illustrations, Woodson tells a story of a family as it grows and moves from
North Carolina to Brooklyn. The common 'thread' tying the generations together is actually a
rope - one grandmother skips with, father ties luggage to the car roof, mother hangs clothes on
the line, etc.. It's a title young students can relate to, about things that connect us to our families,
and ends appropriately with a family reunion. It also shows the tenor of the times, when African-
Americans moved in droves from the South to Northern communities where opportunities were
more plentiful. A great read-aloud, and use for teaching concepts and themes about families and
generational ties.”

pirateteacher, “Another Woodson delight. This is another one of Woodson's insightful stories
with many themes. My 5th grade class will preview it next week. They love all her other books
and are excited about the newest book. The storyline and illustrations are beautiful. Woodson is
a masterful storyteller with simple, poignant themes about families. You will not be disappointed.”

K.Mo, “Excellent story! Follows three generations using the rope to .... Excellent story! Follows
three generations using the rope to weave the story...”

MMead, “Poetic. This is a beautiful story of one African -American family's migration from the
south to a northern city. The rhythm of the language & the illustrations combine to make poetry
out of a history lesson. My 5 year old asked me to read this to him every night for a whole week!”

A. Goldstein, “Wonderful Story. Our 7-year-old twins love this story. It is beautifully written and
the illustrations are works of art. They have a Ben Shahn quality to them. Well worth the
purchase.”



Lokin4Books, “Cute Book. I was hoping this book would touch a little bit more on the Great
Migration.  Nevertheless it is a cute book.”

Dave Clinch, “Rxc. Rxc”

The book by Jacqueline Woodson has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 256 people have provided
feedback.
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